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Introduction
●

The Standard Model (SM) is a powerful theory to explain the nature behavior at the smallest scales of the
universe, but, there is some pending issues to solve:
Lack of a dark mater candidate, the mater antmater asymmetry, hierarchy problem (of the Higgs mass),
…

●

●

Beyond of Standard Model theory is needed! … but ... which one?
Supersymmetry (SUSY) is based on an extension symmetry structure of the SM by linking each SM fermion
(boson) to a supersymmetric boson (fermion) partner. This theory offers:
Candidate for dark mater: when R-parity is conserved → Lightest supersymmetric partcles (LSP) is stable
and possibly massive, protects the Higgs-boson mass from quadratc divergences (Hierarchy problem),

…
●

“Natural SUSY” involves new fundamental partcles at the TeV scale, what is relevant to LCH physics .
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Physics target
This search targets several signal models for chargino ( χ1±) and top squark (t) pair producton, where the fnal
states have two opposite sign leptons and large missing transverse momentum (PTmiss) stemming from the LSPs
Optmized for two simplifed supersymmetric models

Further interpretaton in terms of other two models

Assuming the R-parity conservaton and with the neutralino (χ10) as the LSP
Using the full 2016 dataset (L = 35.9/f) collected by CMS detector at √s = 13 TeV
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Analysis strategy
Illustraton of kinematcal areas and the different topologies

Top squark search in the compress scenario:
●

mw < Δm ≤ mt → off-shell top quark
signatures with low pt b-jets and W bosons
Main irreducible backgrounds:
WW, tW, tbar (dileptonic decays)
Specifc signal region selecton:

Compressed scenario at intermediate neutralino masses

* At least 1 b-jet → tbar and WW enriched region;  WW almost suppressed;  signal models close to top diagonal
* No b-jets → WW enriched region, tbar (tW) decreases its contributon;  signal models close to W diagonal
●

We exploit the transiton area between diagonals with different signal regions and generate control regions
for the main backgrounds.
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Analysis strategy
Common baseline selecton
2 opposite charge leptons (e+e-, e±µ ,µ+µ-) → select dileptonic events
mll > 20 GeV & |mll -mZ| >15 GeV (e+e-,µ+µ-) → avoid low masses and Z resonance
PTmiss > 140 GeV → enhance the large missing transverse momentum signatures
Chargino search involve the whole mass plane:
●

Three generaton of leptons are assumed to be degenerated with mιep = avg (mχ1 + mχ0) , BR ( l ) ~ BR (ν)
Main irreducible backgrounds:

WW, tW, tbar, ZZ

Specifc signal region selecton:
* At least 1 b-jet region → used as control region for top backgrounds
* No b-jets split in sub-regions with and without jets → improves the signal sensitvity
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Analysis Strategy
MT2 (ll) shape → in bins of PTmiss as discriminant
-> [140,200), [200,300), [300, …) GeV

, MT2 (ll) ≤ mmother
,

mT ≤ mmother

Dominant backgrounds from tbar, tW and WW producton

The MT2(ll) observable will therefore present a kinematc endpoint at the
W boson mass

PTmiss = [140,200) GeV

For these backgrounds, leptons and undetected partcles
come from W bosons decay

Signal events do not present such a feature due to additonal
contributons of neutralinos to the PTmiss
To set the upper limits on the signal cross secton:
Perform a simultaneous binned likelihood ft of MT2ll shape in all signal
and control regions for the ee, µµ, eµ
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Background estimation and Systematics
Main backgrounds: tbar, tW and WW

Systematc uncertaintes summary

- Keep under control the tails (detector resoluton effects!)
- validaton of MT2(ll) shape procedure.
- Normalizaton is determined by the ft
Secondary backgrounds:
Z+jets, ttZ, ZZ(→2l2v), and WZ(→ 3l1v)
- normalizaton estmates in control regions → Scale Factors
Minor backgrounds:
VVV, VZ(→ 2l2q), ttW, HWW
- normalizaton estmated from MC → Used in the ft
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Table1: range of the systematc uncertaintes effect on the
predicted yields for SM processes and the MT2 (ll) shape
across all signal regions before the ft.
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Results

Compress scenario

mχ± ≤ 800 GeV
mχ0 ≤ 360 GeV
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mt ≤ 420 GeV
mχ0 ≤ 360 GeV
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mt ≤ 620 GeV , mχ0 ≤ 300 GeV
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CMS latest results
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Atlas latest Results
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Summary and Future plans
●

The latest results for the chargino and stop pair producton searches has been presented

●

The analysis fully developed by IFCA group has been briefy described
We have achieved the most stringent exclusion limits for the considered chargino pair producton model and
a good improvement in the compress mass region for the CMS stop searches, both, in the dilepton fnal states
CERN public documentaton: CMS PAS SUS-17-010,
Ready for submission during the next weeks to the JHEP journal

The future plans for this analysis:
Optmize the analysis for the full Run2 legacy dataset
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Backup
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Analysis Strategy
1
Invariant mass from a decay:

M

2

Invariant transverse mass from a decay at LHC: Example W boson decay

ι±
M
W

At LHC:

ν
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●

The ν is invisible and massless

●

The lepton mass is negligible
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Analysis Strategy
MT2 (ll) variable from a decay:
●

●

To generalize the transverse mass to a system with two partcles of the same mass, each decaying semiinvisibly, we have to decompose the measured PTmiss into a sum of two missing transverse momentum vectors
according to
Since the correct division of the PTmiss into two components is not known, a useful method is to minimize the
maximum of the two transverse masses formed under all possible combinatons satsfying

We explore the parameter space of all possible hypothetcal neutrino momenta that satsfy the
and for each point in this parameter space we calculate MT for each half of the event and report the maximum of
the two. We take the MT2 (ll) value for the event to be the minimum of the larger MT value for each such point.
●

, MT2 (ll) ≤ mmother
●

The PTmiss and MT2 variables exhibit a strong correlaton up to MT2ll values of the order of the W boson mass,
becoming largely uncorrelated at higher MET values
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Analysis signal regions
Documentaton from: CMS PAS SUS-17-010
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Representative distributions after the fit
χ

+

χ

-

→ ν l (vl) + vl (ν l ) →vl χ01 + vlχ01
SR1 → PTmiss = [140, 200) GeV
SR2 → PTmiss = [200, 300) GeV

Hatched band: total uncertainty
afer the ft

Err = σD / MC
Hatched band = 1 ± σMC / MC
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Representative distributions after the fit
tt → tt+χ0χ0→ bW+ +bW-+χ0χ0 →bb + l1+v1+ l2- v2 + χ0χ0

SR2 → PTmiss = [200, 300) GeV

Hatched band: total uncertainty
afer the ft

Err = σD / MC
Hatched band = 1 ± σMC / MC
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